
Lara Croft GO

**About Lara Croft GO**

With Lara Croft GO you can play the popular video game hit on your smartphone or tablet. The

game includes seven labyrinths where you have to solve numerous puzzles and fight against

strong opponents.

Lara Croft GO offers puzzle fun at the highest level. You take on the role of popular and iconic

archaeologist Lara Croft, who has to make her way through seven labyrinths. Your goal is to

uncover the myth about the queen of the poison. Numerous traps and enemies await you in each

labyrinth which want to prevent you from finding the exit. To get out of the labyrinth, you have to

solve puzzles and act logically. For example, you need to enable hidden mechanisms or move

columns to find the exit. To defeat enemies, you have different weapons available. Lara can not

only use her pistol, but also her spear, with which she can attack enemies from a distance. If you

collect valuable relics during the game, you will also unlock new outfits.

**Lara Croft GO - Features:**

- Find an exit: Lara Croft GO is not an action, but rather a puzzle game. In the role of Lara Croft you

explore different mazes. Your task is actually quite simple: you have to find the exit from the

labyrinth to get ahead. But numerous obstacles like enemies or traps block your way. You have to

find a way to escape the traps, overcome abysses and eliminate all enemies. Only then will you be

able to leave the labyrinth alive.

- Solve puzzles: You will only find the exit if you solve the riddles of the labyrinth. The game

contains more than 115 puzzles in total. For example, you need to press a switch to release a

hidden mechanism or move columns. Use your environment and solve the puzzles that await you

in the ruins of ancient civilization.

- Defeat your opponents: The fight is an important part of Lara Croft GO. The numerous enemies in

the labyrinths can only be defeated by powerful weapons. If you do not want to use your weapons

directly, you can also lure your enemies into traps, for example. But if you're into gunshot action,

you can use both Lara's gun and spear. While the pistol is used more in close combat, the spear is

suitable for distance attacks.

- Collect relics: In the labyrinths you will always find parts of relics. If you manage to find all pieces

of a relic, you'll unlock a new outfit for Lara Croft.

Conclusion: Lara Croft GO offers players tricky puzzles and a lot of action. Even though the mobile

game differs in many ways from the gameplay of the original game, fans of the video game series

will still like the Mobile Game very much.


